Online Library The Disney Keepsakes

The Disney Keepsakes
Fully updated for 2006, this award-winning travel guide and
organizer is now in full color, and includes in-depth coverage
of Disney’s 50th anniversary "Happiest Celebration on Earth"
events. The four major theme parks -- Magic Kingdom, Epcot,
Disney-MGM Studios, and Disney’s Animal Kingdom -receive comprehensive coverage with detailed layouts, color
fold-out maps, and a concise description of every ride and
attraction. Each of the 20 on-site hotels is profiled in
exhaustive 4-6 page descriptions with photos and layouts.
Candid, personal reviews rate the park’s 250 dining options,
from full-service restaurants to casual counter eateries.
"KidTips,” "TweenTips,” and "TeenTips” written by the
Marx’s 13-year old daughter offer a kid’s perspective on the
attractions, while age-appropriateness ratings by the authors
give parents an extra heads up. Well-organized and highly
functional, the book features a sturdy spiral binding, storage
pockets, worksheets, and a handy elastic closure.
In The Disney Treasures, author Robert Tieman led readers
on a tour through some of the highlights of Walt Disney's
career and company, from his early sketches and biography
to the beginnings of his last projects at Walt Disney World
and the building of an international audience for Mickey and
friends. In this second volume, The Disney Treasures:
Volume II, Tieman returns to the archives to fill in the history
of Disney during Walt's lifetime, fleshing out some of the early
stories with more details and interesting side projects and
also visiting fan favorites that were neglected in the first
volume. Featuring more fascinating and never-before-seen
removable facsimiles from the Archives, Volume II will be
arranged chronologically, as was The Disney Treasures, with
each spread covering a different topic in the Disney story.
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Likewise, the design will capture the same sense of whimsy,
fun, and elegance that the first volume did. Volume II will also
be produced at the same specs as the first volume, but will
not include a CD. Volume II will finish the history of Disney
during Walt's lifetime, positioning The Disney Treasures
"An entertaining, informative, and authoritative review of a
remarkable year with The Walt Disney Company, a preview of
the exciting months to come, and an indispensable keepsake
for Disney fans of all ages."--Back cover.
Grab this Magical book Gather the kids (of all ages) Get out
the scissors, glue and tape Gear up the Internet AND Get
ready to Engage Your Whole Family in Designing Your Best
Ever Disney World Vacation with This Uniquely Interactive
Scrapbook of Anticipations & Keepsake Album Even if you
spent 30 days at Walt Disney World Orlando, you d never be
able to experience every ride and attraction and or eat at
every restaurant. Since most of us can only spend a few days
at Disney, we need to make every golden minute count. This
means that each family or group member needs to choose
ahead of time the specific rides, attractions, and dining
options that fit their particular interests and age and then plan
accordingly. That s where I and my team of Disney Geeks
come in. We ve already narrowed the challenge for you by
concentrating on only The Disney s Hollywood Studios, a
popular Walt Disney World resort park, with its individual
areas of Backlot, Mickey Avenue, Animation Courtyard,
Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood Boulevard, and Pixar Place.
We ll show you how to use this book with its maps,
descriptions, notations of appropriate age ranges, and tips
and various Web sites, too, as interactive tools to educate
you and the kids about every aspect of every ride, attraction,
and restaurant. We want everyone to make wise I wanna
choices and enjoy collaborating to: 1. Create a Scrapbook of
Anticipations now, which becomes a take-along picture guide
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to what each person anticipates: Doing each day in Disney s
Hollywood Studios. Read, or allow the kids to read, the
description of each ride or attraction. Look at related pictures
in the book or visit Web sites listed in the Appendix for
photos. Decide which rides and entertainment they want to
experience. Cut out/tape the pictures of each ride, attraction,
entertainment and restaurant into the allotted spaces, just as
my granddaughter is doing above. 2) Make a Keepsake
Photo Album later, which captures all of your favorite
memories and moments after you get home: Remove the
taped pictures from the scrapbook and paste personal photos
of family members. Childhood glee (or horror)as they
experienced various rides, entertainment, or meals. Write
captions to the photos or make short journal entries that
describe actions or feelings. Share the album with family and
friends and keep it as a treasured family heirloom. There are
many Walt Disney World Orlando guides available, but this is
the ONLY ONE that gives you a convenient way to turn trip
planning into a fun family project now and organize your
family s antics and adventures in Disney s Hollywood Studios
into a keepsake album later. This book is not affiliated in any
way with the Walt Disney Company or any of its affiliates or
subsidiaries. This information contained in this book
represents the opinions, experiences and research of the
Authors. Authors: Bruce Moran grew up 50 miles north of
Walt Disney World(r). Bruce takes his grand kids back to his
favorite vacation spot as often as he can. Paula Brown recalls
fondly sitting with her father as a child, reading the Winnie the
Pooh stories together. That was the beginning of her love for
Disney. It was many years later that she finally made it to
Walt Disney World(r) in Florida. She currently lives in Virginia
with her family. Paula is well known for her Science Fiction
book Dream Wanderers. ISBN # 978-1-59095-874-2. Patrick
Corley After he graduated from high school he moved to
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Florida and worked for Disney World for some t
A keepsakecoloring book for parents and Padawans,
featuring fan-favorite artist KatieCook's adorable black &
white line art from ABC-3PO and OBI-123.Featuring new
characters, ships, and vehicles from Star Wars: The Last
Jedi.
Readers who enjoy Barbara Freethy, Nora Roberts and the
classics of Mary Stewart will savor this intensely emotional
story of family, betrayal and redemption, set in a quaint town
in New England. KEEPSAKE. It's not a hand-made quilt, or
an ivory pin, or a pretty small box for treasures .... It's the
name of a postcard-perfect town in Connecticut. From its
quaint gazebo to its white-steepled church and village green,
Keepsake is the kind of place most would love to call home.
It's home to Olivia Bennett, the town princess who has a
charming shop there. It was home once to Quinn Leary, the
son of her family's gardener: Quinn fled as a teenager with
his father who was accused of a murder he didn't commit.
And Keepsake is home, still, to someone with mayhem on his
mind. When Quinn returns after an absence of seventeen
years, he has one desire: to prove his father's innocence. It's
not until he sees his childhood school rival, now a grown
woman, that he realizes he harbors another but equally
passionate desire--and that the two are tragically at odds.
Editorial Reviews "Gloriously alive with fresh writing and an
intriguing story, KEEPSAKE goes straight to the heart with its
tale of love lost and found and a seventeen-year-old murder
that screams to be solved. When you've got it, flaunt it, and
KEEPSAKE has it all: passion, mystery, suspense, and
characters that instantly endear. A standing ovation for
Antoinette Stockenberg." --Under the Covers "I highly
recommend KEEPSAKE; this book will keep you reading well
into the night, with a story line that moves along at a very
entertaining warp speed. Antoinette Stockenberg has written
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some of the smartest, sassiest, and sexiest contemporary
romances around." --The Romance Reader One of the top
ten romances of the year. --Amazon.com "Antoinette
Stockenberg's writing is fresh and memorable, a voice to be
reckoned with. She pulls out all the stops with hot, sizzling
love scenes as well as some real heartbreakers that make
you reach for the hankie box. First rate!" --Belles and Beaux
of Romance "Antoinette Stockenberg is one hell of a writer.
KEEPSAKE lives up to its name: it's a keeper. The story is
fast-paced and reflects a small New England town as few
books do. Olivia is a warm, intelligent heroine, and everyone
will jump for joy after reading about Quinn." --Harriet Klausner
"Ms. Stockenberg does a stellar job in this absorbing story
that probes deep into the painful heart of a small community.
KEEPSAKE is a keeper." 4 1/2 stars --Romantic Times "A
briskly paced, exhilarating story that's impossible to put down.
Don't miss this book; it's her best one yet." --Old Book Barn
Gazette

The Disney KeepsakesDisney Editions
A read and play activity journal based on Lewis Carroll's
Alice's adventures in Wonderland. Includes one page of
color illustrated stickers of the characters from Carroll's
novel.
This journal features the Disney princesses. Complete
with sections about friends, family, hobbies, school, and,
of course, hopes and dreams, it suggests lots of different
ways to write about life with fill-in the blanks, and also
has creative ways to incorporate keepsakes.
????: Happy birthday to you. -- ??: ??????(??).
The Magic Kingdom sheds new light on the cultural icon
of "Uncle Walt." Watts digs deeply into Disney's private
life, investigating his roles as husband, father, and
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brother and providing fresh insight into his peculiar
psyche-his genuine folksiness and warmth, his
domineering treatment of colleagues and friends, his
deepest prejudices and passions. Full of colorful
sketches of daily life at the Disney Studio and tales about
the creation of Disneyland and Disney World, The Magic
Kingdom offers a definitive view of one of the most
influential Americans of the twentieth century.
The Magic and Me! Read & Play Activity Journal

/DIV DIVIn The Mickey Mouse Treasures, author
Robert Tieman describes in detail the adventures of
everyone’s favorite mouse, from Mickey’s screen
debut in Steamboat Willie to his starring roles in
Fantasia and The Mickey Mouse Club. This richly
illustrated book tells the story of Mickey’s incredible
career, springing from the imaginations of Walt
Disney and Ub Iwerks onto the page, and becoming
an international legend, hero, and icon. Included are
chapters on Mickey’s family tree, the animators and
voice actors who have given Mickey life over the
decades, and Mickey’s numerous incarnations in
film, television, print, and at the Disney theme parks.
Filled with unique removable keepsakes, Mickey
Mouse Treasures is an essential collector’s item for
every Disney fan.
This keepsake book with a story and scrapbooking
elements will have little girls so excited! There is a
pocket to keep materials in and press out frames
and stickers to make the scrapbook of their dreams!
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Follow the stories of Belle, Cinderella, Rapunzel,
Snow White Aurora and Ariel as they collect
treasures, paint, go to a nature trail, make dresses
and beyond! This is the perfect way to engage young
girls and let their imagination soar!
Start the family fun before you even pack your bags!
The Hidden Magic of Walt Disney World Planner is
more than just a place to keep your important phone
numbers and schedules. This all-the-fun-in-one
journal is a celebration of the happiest place on
earth—and a peek inside its magic! With the help of
this planner, you'll make exciting discoveries like
where in Epcot to find Mickey-shaped tomatoes and
the blink-and-you'll-miss-it eerie surprise on the
Tower of Terror. In addition to these never-beforerevealed secrets, you'll also discover: The best
places to stay and eat for every budget Scheduling
strategies to cut your waiting time in long lines Prime
viewing spots for parades And hundreds more
money- and time-saving (and fun-maximizing) tips
Complete with journal pages to record your
memories, fold-out maps to help you find your way,
and pockets to hold your keepsakes, The Hidden
Magic of Walt Disney World Planner helps you step
into your own "Once Upon a Time" and make your
Disney dreams come true!
The Magic and Me! Read and Play Activity Journal
When four-year-old Conner starts pleading for
hockey skates, his mother’s dreamy fantasies of
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après ski’s toasty fires, charming chalets, and
chilled chardonnay rapidly evaporate. Soon, Astra
reluctantly raises the white flag to the culture of
hockey, and life becomes a whirlwind of early
morning alarms, minivans stuffed with massive
amounts of goalie equipment, ice-cold arenas, and
appalling nutrition. Offside by a Mile – Confessions
of a Hockey Mom, chronicles the frantic and
frequently hilarious challenges of one family’s
fourteen-year odyssey into the world of minor
hockey. The universal challenges, joys, and sorrows
of supporting childhood passions at the cost of homedecorating ambitions, healthy diet avowals, personal
time, gobs of money, full-nights’ sleep, or any sort of
downtime or personal freedom will be recognizable
to parents everywhere. But with its wickedly frank
and funny perspectives, Offside by a Mile offers a
bubbly and refreshing tonic for it all.
Disney Vacation Autograph Planner Company brings
you the same sort after designs in a paperback
autograph book for capturing all of the Disney. "My
Disney Autograph Book 2020" This is the perfect
companion for any trip to Walt Disney World, Disney
Land or any of Disney's resorts in 2020 !. Good
quality white paper 103 Pages for up to 50 collecting
characters signature and photos, double the pages
of other books with no back to back writing to avoid
bleed through Each page features white paper with a
simple border, perfect for sharpies, pens or markers
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for Kids, Boys, Girl favorite disney character. Perfect
light sword Cover Design. including Disney World
and Disneyland Parks. This autograph book is 8.25"
wide by 6" tall, making it easy to pack in a purse or
backpack, and easy to pack in luggage of any size.
Get this perfect companion to any Disney trip today!
Light weight. Easy to carry around. Perfect Gift,
Valentines, Christmas for Best Friends, Daughter,
Lover, kid, Boys Friend, Girl Friend and Children !
Made in the USA
Disney Magical Vacation Autograph Planner
Company brings you the same sort after designs in a
paperback autograph book for capturing all of the
Disney. "My Disney Autograph Book 2020" This is
the perfect companion for any trip to Walt Disney
World, Disney Land or any of Disney's resorts in
2020 !. Good quality white paper 103 Pages for up to
50 collecting characters signature and photos,
double the pages of other books with no back to
back writing to avoid bleed through size to pack in
your kids backpack or small purse Each page
features white paper with a simple border, perfect for
sharpies, pens or markers Perfect surprise for your
little princess or pirate's trip to Amusement park and
favorite disney character. Beautiful Magic Castle
Cover Design. Kids can even use these books for
drawing and documenting memories during any line
waits or downtime. including Orlando Disney World
and Paris Disneyland. This autograph book is 8.25"
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wide by 6" tall, making it easy to pack in a purse or
backpack, and easy to pack in luggage of any size.
Whether you're traveling to Walt Disney World,
Disneyland, or taking a Disney Cruise, this is the
perfect memory book. Light weight. Easy to carry
around. Perfect Gift giving for Valentines, Birthday,
Graduation, Christmas, for Best Friends, Daughter,
Lover, kids, Boys Friend, Girl Friend, Adults,
Children and Grandchildren, cousins, family, and
friends planning an upcoming trip or for any
celebration.
Disney Autograph Book ~ Autographs and
Photographs Book, Keepsake Memory Book,
Unlined Blank Pages This is a gorgeous autograph
book with blank pages. Can also be used as a
sketchbook. Paperback, matte cover finish. Small
size notebook 8.25"x6" with a total of 100 pages.
Order today!
100 years that crafted an iconic American company
A century ago, the Halls were a poverty-stricken
family trying to make their way in a small Nebraska
town. Today, they are a golden example of a family
that has created a groundbreaking company.
Hallmark: A Century of Caring is the inspirational
story of an American dream brought to life through
hard work, strong values, and a genuine care for
both employees and customers. Beginning with a
heartfelt introduction from famed poet Maya
Angelou, the reader is taken on a journey that
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follows the Hall family from Norfolk, Nebraska, to
Kansas City, Missouri, the eventual home of
Hallmark. Through boom times, war times, and the
Great Depression, the company grew and flourished,
always with the belief that its products and services
must enrich people's lives. One hundred years after
Joyce Hall first stepped off of the train in Kansas
City, Hallmark is poised and ready for the future.
This book is an enduring salute to the company and
a historic journal of a truly iconic American company.
The size and scope of Walt Disney World in Orlando,
Florida is enough to make the most seasoned
traveler shiver. Disney has packed four major theme
parks and 22 resort hotels into those fabled 47
Florida square miles. With all those choices, how
can an everyday Mom and Pop hope to deliver a
family vacation to remember? "Planning!" say Walt
Disney World vacation veterans Jennifer and Dave
Marx. "The vast Walt Disney World complex is not
designed for procrastinators or last-minute travelers.
Without a plan, a Disney vacation is nowhere near
as much fun, and can quickly sink a family's
finances. A plan and a budget will keep your
vacation happily afloat." The Marxes put their advice
where it could help others with their award-winning
travel guide, PassPorter's(R) Walt Disney World(R)
2014 Deluxe: The unique travel guide, planner,
organizer, journal, and keepsake! The Marxes have
been honing their advice, expanding their coverage,
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upgrading the book's features, and delighting
readers in 16 editions published over the past 15
years. Not content to write "just" another guide, the
authors continue where other guides leave off. In
one neat, spiral-bound package they've combined a
362-page guide with 14 organizer "PassPockets,"
creating a proven planning system for the perfect
vacation. What do you do with a PassPocket? Write
your vacation itinerary on the front of each pocket
before you go, store maps, brochures, passes, and
receipts inside the pocket while you're there, and
record your memories and expenses on the back to
review when you return home! Printed front-andback with fill-in-the-blank sections for itineraries, ToDo lists, notes, expenses, meals, photos taken, and
cherished memories, PassPockets make organized
travel a snap! One pocket is dedicated to travel
plans, another pocket is for lodging, ten one-a-day
pockets are dedicated to vacation fun, another
pocket is for an extra day or a special event, and a
final pocket saves special memories and creates a
trip report. Although the PassPockets put
PassPorter's(R) Walt Disney World(R) 2014 Deluxe
in a league by itself, the travel guide section easily
stands on its own. The Disney-owned resort hotels
get special attention, including detailed maps, color
photos, and room layouts. "Visitors can spend more
on lodging than they do at the theme parks," Jennifer
notes,"so we dedicate at least four pages to every
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resort hotel owned and operated by Disney. You can
change your mind about a ride, but your lodging
decision sticks with you for your entire visit." The
theme parks also get the full PassPorter treatment.
Each of the four major parks -- Magic Kingdom,
Epcot, Disney's Hollywood Studios, and Disney's
Animal Kingdom -- gets a detailed layout, complete
with full-color fold-out maps and a concise
description of every ride and attraction. Disney's two
water parks, the Downtown Disney dining and
shopping complex, ESPN Wide World of Sports, the
Disney Vacation Club and the Disney Cruise Line
are covered, too. Meal times are fun times at Walt
Disney World, and with over 300 dining options, the
PassPorter team had its work cut out for them.
Special worksheets, average meal costs for every
restaurant, and other features help planners make
the most of Disney's pay-one-price Disney Dining
Plan. Every full-service restaurant on Disney
property is rated and reviewed, as well as every
counter-service eatery in the parks. "We give you a
good taste of every restaurant and still keep it
concise, which is important in a book people carry
with them all day," says Dave, who loves to eat and
cook. "We also give a complete rundown on Disney's
Character Meals, where Mickey, Peter Pan, or Pooh
Bear pay a visit to every table. Believe me; grownups love this just as much as the kids!" One popular
aspect of this edition are the fun "TweenTips" and
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"TeenTips" by 21 year-old Allison Cerel Marx, Dave's
daughter, who has been providing a kid's
perspective in PassPorter since she was seven.
Allie's tips for the attractions are a big help to kids
and parents alike. Allie and her nine-year-old brother
Alexander also rate every attraction at every park
with their "A-OK!" ratings for even younger kids, and
Alexander contributes his own ToddlerTips and
KidTips. These are accompanied by ageappropriateness ratings for park attractions from
their parents, giving parents an extra heads up on
what attractions are suited to their kids. Every map,
photo, chart, illustration, and worksheet is in full color
on glossy stock, with additional use of color to
highlight important points, such as items that are
new or have changed at Walt Disney World since the
publication of the previous edition. The Deluxe
edition of PassPorter's Walt Disney World 2014 is
especially popular with repeat readers of PassPorter
guidebooks, frequent travelers to Walt Disney World,
and overseas visitors. PassPorter packages the
same, great text and organizer pockets in a
luxurious, padded six-ring binder. Readers can add
and remove text and PassPockets, store credit cards
and papers in slots in the inside front and rear
covers, and obtain additional PassPocket refills from
the publisher. The Deluxe edition comes packaged
in a full-color display box, and includes a ball point
pen. So when the magic of Walt Disney World
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beckons, pick up a copy of the award-winning
PassPorter's(R) Walt Disney World(R) 2014 Deluxe
travel guide. Not only will you discover Walt Disney
World through the eyes of four seasoned fans, but
you'll be more organized and better budgeted than
you ever thought possible.
Selected from the vast archives of the Walt Disney
Company, this historic collection includes
handwritten letters and notes of Walt's, rare
character sketches from the 1930's and 1940's,
replicas of Disneyland's opening-day tickets, photos,
movie theater programs, comic strips, greeting
cards, commissary menus, and other treasures,
reproduced in facsimile form. Many of these special
features are designed to be removable so readers
can touch and hold masterfully reproduced bits of
history. In addition, the book comes with a 60-minute
CD that features previously unheard audio of Walt
Disney , radio commercials from the 1950s, and
never-before-released sound tracks from the parks'
most popular attraction.
The size and scope of Walt Disney World in Orlando,
Florida is enough to make the most seasoned
traveler shiver. Disney has packed four major theme
parks and 22 resort hotels into those fabled 47
Florida square miles. With all those choices, how
can an everyday Mom and Pop hope to deliver a
family vacation to remember? "Planning!" say Walt
Disney World vacation veterans Jennifer and Dave
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Marx. "The vast Walt Disney World complex is not
designed for procrastinators or last-minute travelers.
Without a plan, a Disney vacation is nowhere near
as much fun, and can quickly sink a family's
finances. A plan and a budget will keep your
vacation happily afloat." The Marxes put their advice
where it could help others with their award-winning
travel guide, PassPorter's(R) Walt Disney World(R)
2014: The unique travel guide, planner, organizer,
journal, and keepsake! The Marxes have been
honing their advice, expanding their coverage,
upgrading the book's features, and delighting
readers in 16 editions published over the past 15
years. Not content to write "just" another guide, the
authors continue where other guides leave off. In
one neat, spiral-bound package they've combined a
362-page guide with 14 organizer "PassPockets,"
creating a proven planning system for the perfect
vacation. What do you do with a PassPocket? Write
your vacation itinerary on the front of each pocket
before you go, store maps, brochures, passes, and
receipts inside the pocket while you're there, and
record your memories and expenses on the back to
review when you return home! Printed front-andback with fill-in-the-blank sections for itineraries, ToDo lists, notes, expenses, meals, photos taken, and
cherished memories, PassPockets make organized
travel a snap! One pocket is dedicated to travel
plans, another pocket is for lodging, ten one-a-day
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pockets are dedicated to vacation fun, another
pocket is for an extra day or a special event, and a
final pocket saves special memories and creates a
trip report. Although the PassPockets put
PassPorter's(R) Walt Disney World(R) 2014 in a
league by itself, the travel guide section easily
stands on its own. The Disney-owned resort hotels
get special attention, including detailed maps, color
photos, and room layouts. "Visitors can spend more
on lodging than they do at the theme parks," Jennifer
notes,"so we dedicate at least four pages to every
resort hotel owned and operated by Disney. You can
change your mind about a ride, but your lodging
decision sticks with you for your entire visit." The
theme parks also get the full PassPorter treatment.
Each of the four major parks -- Magic Kingdom,
Epcot, Disney's Hollywood Studios, and Disney's
Animal Kingdom -- gets a detailed layout, complete
with full-color fold-out maps and a concise
description of every ride and attraction. Disney's two
water parks, the Downtown Disney dining and
shopping complex, ESPN Wide World of Sports, the
Disney Vacation Club and the Disney Cruise Line
are covered, too. Meal times are fun times at Walt
Disney World, and with over 300 dining options, the
PassPorter team had its work cut out for them.
Special worksheets, average meal costs for every
restaurant, and other features help planners make
the most of Disney's pay-one-price Disney Dining
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Plan. Every full-service restaurant on Disney
property is rated and reviewed, as well as every
counter-service eatery in the parks. "We give you a
good taste of every restaurant and still keep it
concise, which is important in a book people carry
with them all day," says Dave, who loves to eat and
cook. "We also give a complete rundown on Disney's
Character Meals, where Mickey, Peter Pan, or Pooh
Bear pay a visit to every table. Believe me; grownups love this just as much as the kids!" One popular
aspect of this edition are the fun "TweenTips" and
"TeenTips" by 21 year-old Allison Cerel Marx, Dave's
daughter, who has been providing a kid's
perspective in PassPorter since she was seven.
Allie's tips for the attractions are a big help to kids
and parents alike. Allie and her nine-year-old brother
Alexander also rate every attraction at every park
with their "A-OK!" ratings for even younger kids, and
Alexander contributes his own ToddlerTips and
KidTips. These are accompanied by ageappropriateness ratings for park attractions from
their parents, giving parents an extra heads up on
what attractions are suited to their kids. Every map,
photo, chart, illustration, and worksheet is in full color
on glossy stock, with additional use of color to
highlight important points, such as items that are
new or have changed at Walt Disney World since the
publication of the previous edition. So when the
magic of Walt Disney World beckons, pick up a copy
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of the award-winning PassPorter's(R) Walt Disney
World(R) 2014 travel guide. Not only will you
discover Walt Disney World through the eyes of four
seasoned fans, but you'll be more organized and
better budgeted than you ever thought possible.
the Magic and Me! Read & Play Activity Journal
Start the day focused on mindfulness, inner beauty, and
positive thinking, with 52 beautifully-illustrated cards in the
Disney Princess Affirmation Deck. Disney Princesses share
advice, inspiration, and positivity in 52 gorgeous motivational
cards that celebrate inner beauty and the themes of courage,
compassion, and kindness. This uplifting deck highlights key
attributes and memorable quotes from the 12 official Disney
Princess characters to inspire and delight fans of all ages.
Each card will spark meaningful conversations, prompt
positive thoughts, help build self-esteem and socio-emotional
intelligence, and encourage girls to be kind to themselves and
others. Each deluxe card deck includes: - 52 Cards: Each
unique card features an affirmation prompt, mindfulness tip,
or inspiring quote. - 32-Page Booklet: Filled with instructions
and ideas for ways to use the cards for inspiration daily, or
whenever it’s needed - Keepsake Box: The cards are housed
in a beautiful keepsake box perfect for gift-giving and tabletop
décor AFFIRMATIONS TO SHARE: Sharing affirmations and
talking about ways to be courageous, compassionate, and
kind is a meaningful way parents and caregivers can bond
and connect with their children ENCHANTING
ILLUSTRATIONS: Fans of all ages will love returning again
and again to the cards graced with beautiful illustrations of
their favorite Disney Princesses STURDY CARDS IN
TREASURE BOX: Sturdy themed cards and companion
booklet come in a keepsake box and will stand up to use
again and again OFFICIAL DISNEY PRINCESS CARDS: The
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only official inspiration deck to feature the wisdom and
inspiration of the Disney Princesses
Whether you're planning a trip with kids or without, this
indispensable guide shows you how to visit the land of Mickey
Mouse without sacrificing luxury and style. Written by a true
Disney expert, these pages are over-flowing with information
on everything from the most luxurious accommodations and
dining to the very best entertainment in and around the theme
parks. You'll also find dozens of insider tips, such as the best
places to steal a romantic moment away from the hustle and
bustle of Main Street and the best places to view spectacular
fireworks. Book jacket.
Capture the memories of the first year of baby's life in this
Winnie the Pooh-inspired baby book. This beautifully
illustrated keepsake contains plenty of room for parents to
record baby's milestones and memorable moments, paste in
photos and documents, and write in their own thoughts about
baby's first year.
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